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Abstract—The recent advent of dynamic metasurface anten-
nas (DMAs) as a millimeter-wave computational imaging (CI)
platform has mitigated the hardware limitations of traditional
imaging systems in terms of acquisition time, flexibility and cost.
Considering a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system
fully realized by DMA panels, real-time simultaneous data
acquisition can occur by adopting an orthogonal coded approach
which enables concurrent transmission and reception by all DMA
panels. The image is then reconstructed in the frequency domain
by utilizing a signal decompression step that enables the use of
a range migration algorithm (RMA) for the compressed signal
received by the DMA panels. In that way, the time for the
signal processing layer is also significantly reduced compared
to the traditional image reconstruction methods usually applied
to DMA-based systems. Simulation results of resolution targets
are presented to demonstrate the efficiency of the suggested
technique.

Index Terms—Computational imaging (CI), dynamic metasur-
face apertures (DMAs), millimeter-wave imaging, multiple-input
multiple output (MIMO) systems, orthogonal channel coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

A variety of applications, ranging from concealed object
detection to through-wall imaging and medical diagnosis, have
increasingly relied on millimeter wave (mmWave) technology
[1]–[3]. This is mainly because wavelengths in those fre-
quencies have been proven to successfully penetrate common
clothing, without being hazardous for human health. Conse-
quently, there is an active research field aiming to construct
efficient mmWave systems satisfying the criteria of enough
resolution, fast data acquisition time, hardware simplification
and, of course, cost minimization.

Computational imaging (CI) systems realized by dynamic
metasurface antennas (DMAs) are becoming more and more
popular for millimeter-wave applications, since they have
been shown to mitigate the hardware limitations of existing
mmWave systems, such as those based on synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) [4]–[6] or phased arrays [7], [8]. In the former
case, mechanical movement of a transducer is required, along
one or two directions, to synthesize an aperture, which slows
the acquisition process. In the latter one, dense all-electronic
arrays are used which usually employ a large number of
antenna elements and extra circuits (i.e. phase sifters) leading
to complex and costly systems. The above limitations become
more severe in higher frequencies, considering that Nyquist

criterion usually need to be met to reassure enough resolution
and low distortion in the final images.

DMAs typically consist of a waveguide with voltage-
controlled metamaterial elements etched on its front surface
[9]–[16]. A set of spatially distinct radiation patterns is gen-
erated at each control level by tuning the elements on and off
[9]–[17]. The patterns are then emitted into the investigation
domain simultaneously. Consequently, there is no need of
mechanical moving parts or extra circuits for the pattern
synthesis, leading to less power hungry and more cost-effective
systems.

For imaging more complicated targets, multiple transmit
(Tx) and receive (Rx) panels can be used in the form of
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems [18]–[21]. A
system like this is introduced in [14], [16]. Having multiple
Txs, one way to transmit the signals to the investigation
domain is to establish a time-division-based switching method
where each Tx starts the transmission after the previous one
finishes. The time needed to switch from one Rx-Tx combina-
tion to the next one, and repeat the transmission/reception for
each one of them, is not negligible in the whole acquisition
process, especially for a MIMO system consisting of multiple
panels. In addition, the switching mechanism increases the
power consumption and, hence, the cost, and, more signifi-
cantly, adds insertion loss to the signal. To achieve the fastest
possible acquisition time and avoid possible signal attenuation,
in this work simultaneous transmission / reception from all
Tx / Rx panels is considered. This is achieved by introducing
orthogonal codes together with the transmitting waveform [22]
so that the Tx signals can be separable at each receiver.

Once the back-scattered signal is captured at each receiver,
an estimation of the imaged target can be obtained through a
variety of reconstruction algorithms. Among these, algorithms
in spatial domain, such as the single-shot matched filtering
(MF) or the iterative least-squares (LS), have been shown to be
very effective when imaging with DMAs [10]–[12], [23]–[28].
However, both depend on the calculation and then inversion of
the aperture transfer function, also known as sensing matrix,
which is a computationally expensive procedure [24]. In this
work, image reconstruction is fully carried out in the frequency
domain using a decompression step [13]–[17], [29] and the
popular range migration algorithm (RMA) [9]. By avoiding
the calculation and inversion of the sensing matrix, both the
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Fig. 1. The proposed DMA-based MIMO imaging configuration.

required hardware resources and the execution time of the
algorithm can be significantly reduced [13]–[16].

In this paper, simulation results of the resolution target are
presented to verify the suggested method. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows: Section II introduces the model for
coding the Tx signals, as well as the image reconstruction
technique in the frequency domain. Section III presents and
discusses the simulation results. Finally, Section IV summa-
rizes the conclusions.

II. ORTHOGONAL CODING IMAGING WITH A MIMO
DMA-BASED SYSTEM

A. Channel coding and concurrent transmission

In this paper, we are considering a MIMO system as the
one shown in Fig. 1, which consists of four DMA panels, two
transmitting and two receiving. The elements of a DMA panel
(i.e. metamaterial elements or metaelements) can be switched
on and off using an external voltage stimulus, so that, for
each control level, a part of them will radiate. This creates
a set of spatially-diverse radiation patterns as a function of
varying element configurations [9]–[16]. In this context, each
of the on/off element distributions across the DMA constitutes
a mask. Consequently, by cycling through the set of masks,
a sequence of spatially distinct radiation patterns is generated
from all Tx panels that illuminate the scene simultaneously.
Similarly, the Rx panels utilize a sequence of masks to encode
the back-scattered signal and compress it into one channel. The
number of masks for the Tx and Rx panels is indicated by MT

and MR, respectively.
Given this system, the goal is to obtain an estimate of the

reflectivety of the scene σ, in the frequency domain, when
all DMA panels are active simultaneously. To achieve this,
transmitting signals need to be separable at each receiver and
the technique adopted here is based on introducing orthogonal
codes along the transmitting waveforms [22], [30].

The transmitting signal is modulated using a binary phase-
shift keying (BPSK) scheme and the codes are are the columns
of a matrix WC×NTx

, where C denotes the code length and
NTx is the number of transmitters, in this case equal to two.

The number of receivers is similarly denoted by NRx. The
length of the code is subject to the condition C > NTx [22],
[30]. Considering the binary nature of the modulation each
code is represented: wc,t ∈ {−1, 1}, where t = 1, 2, ...NTx,
such that the modulated transmitting signal generated for each
mask is written:

ht(a) = Re{
C∑

c=1

wc,tPA(a− cA)e+jωa}, (1)

where a symbolizes the time, Re refers to the real part of
the computed quantity, ω is the angular frequency, and PA

represents a rectangular pulse function with duration A.
The received signal is then written as:

dr(a) =
NTx∑
t=1

Re{Gt,r(mT ,mR, f)

C∑
c=1

wc,tPA(a−cA)e+jωa}+nr(a),

(2)

where r = 1, 2, ..., NRx, Gt,r(mT ,mR, f) denotes the fre-
quency response involving the t-th Tx, r-th Rx, each frequency
point and each Tx, Rx mask, where mT ,mR = 1, 2, ...,MR.
More details about the computation can be found in [14], [16],
[22], [30]. The term nr(t) refers to the measurements noise,
which is ignored in this paper.

After down-conversion and sampling the received signal is
written as follows:

dr[c] =

NTx∑
t=1

Gt,r(mT ,mR, f)wc,t + br + nr[c], (3)

where br represents a DC offset of the down-converter, a
phenomenon also ignored in this paper. After concatenating
the C samples we can write:

dr = WGt,r, (4)

Taking under consideration that the Tx codes are selected
such that they are orthogonal, such that W †W = LI , where
W † is the conjugate transpose of W , and I denotes the identity
matrix, we can multiply both sides of (4) with W † and get:

gt,r =
1

C
W †dr. (5)

Eq. (5) suggests that for each Rx panel the signals coming
from Tx panels are separated (g is written in terms of t and
r).

B. Image reconstruction in the frequency domain

Reconstruction of images in the frequency domain, using the
conventional RMA algorithm [1], becomes more challenging
when compressive antennas such as the DMAs in Fig. 1 are
used. That is because, unlike the conventional SAR or phased
arrays imaging, where a uniform grid of measurements is
present, the signal is compressed at the receiver panel through
the aperture’s transfer function (i.e., the sensing matrix). How-
ever, recent literature has shown that if the aperture fields are
known, through a near-field scan, it is possible to decompress



the signal as if it had been acquired from a set of independent
dipoles along the DMA panel [13]–[17], [29].

In [14], [16] we presented the mathematical derivation of
the uniform signal in the case where a square DMA unit is
used, identical to the one illustrated in Fig. 1. The algorithm
is then called MD-RMA (MIMO DMA-RMA). In summary,
if the fields of Tx and Rx panels are known and stored in
matrices Φt and Φr respectively, the decompression step is
written as follows:

S(xi, t, yl, r, f) =

MT∑
mT=1

MR∑
mR=1

Φ+
t,mT

(xi, f)gmT ,mR
(t, r, f)Φ+

r,mR
(yl, f), (6)

where xi and yl are the positions of the metamaterial elements
along the Tx and Rx panels respectively, i = 1, ..., NT and
l = 1, ..., NR, and NT , NR is the total number of elements on
each Tx, Rx panel, respectively. In this case, NT = NR. The
above equation can be written in matrix form as:

S(t, r, f) = Φ+
t (f)g(t, r, f)Φ

T+

r (f), (7)

where T symbolizes the transpose of a matrix. After this
step, the signal S is finally in the form of a conventional
MIMO signal, i.e., in terms of each transmitting and receiving
position, and, for better visualization, it can be written as
S(xT , yT , xR, yR, f).

An important note for the decompression is that the Φ
matrix depends on the properties of each DMA (e.g. set
of masks), and it is extracted for each individual DMA.
Therefore, the transformation of (7) should be done for each
Tx-Rx combination. Applying the channel coding technique
presented in the previous section, it is possible to separate the
Tx signals on each receiver. However, it is not possible for
each receiver to know from which particular transmitter each
signal is emitted. To hold the proposed decompression step, we
need to assume that the Tx panels have identical Φ matrices.
This condition, in practice, can be realized by using the same
types of DMAs as the Tx antennas choice. Alternatively, an
MF or LS algorithm can be used, which does not require this
distinction. However, this alternative brings the computational
limitations discussed earlier in the Introduction section.

After the signal is written in the form S(xT , yT , xR, yR, f)
following the decompression step, it can be effectively re-
constructed using the range migration techniques available
for MIMO systems [18], [19], [21]. First, a multistatic-to-
monostatic (MTM) conversion step is applied to transform the
signal in a monostatic-like form:

Ŝ(xc, yc, f) =

S(xT , yT , xR, yR, f)
ŝref(xc, yc, f)

sref(xT , yT , xR, yR, f)
, (8)

where ŝref and sref are the reference signals and (xc, yc) are
the coordinates of the monostatic virtual grid. More details for
their calculation can be found in [18], [19], [21].

Then, the conventional RMA can be used to retrieve an
estimate σ̂ of the investigation scene:

σ̂(x′, y′, z′) =

IFFT3D[Stolt[FFT2D[Ŝ(xc, yc, f)]e
−j
√

4k2−k2
x−k2

yz0 ]], (9)

where FFT and IFFT denote the forward and inverse fast
Fourier transform respectively. The exponential term refers
to the dispersion relationship for monostatic apertures [1],
kx, ky, k represent the wavenumber vectors, and z0 is the
distance to the center of the investigation domain. The Stolt
interpolation refers to the 1D interpolation step which is es-
sential to remap the data corresponding to the non-uniform kz
domain resulting from the non-linear dispersion relationship
to a uniform one, so that the 3D IFFT can be applied.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we provide simulation results using resolu-
tion targets when the channel coding technique along with the
MD-RMA algorithm presented in the previous section is used.
The results are shown in comparison with the case where non
concurrent transmission/reception is occurring and, therefore,
we are switching between Tx and Rx channels (DMA panels)
each time.

For the numerical results, the MIMO system shown in Fig.
1 is considered. The panel size is equal to D = 35 cm
and NT = NR = 26 metaelements are placed alongside
its length separated by λmin/2, where λmin is the wavelength
at the maximum frequency. The number of masks is equal
to MT = MR = 40. For each mask, half of the elements
are radiating and the rest are considered to be switched
off. The frequency band ranges from 17.5 GHz to 22 GHz
equally sampled at NF = 41 frequency steps. Therefore,
the number of measurement modes for this system is equal
to NTx

× NRx
× MT × MR × NF = 262400. Finally, the

investigation domain is the volume between x′ ∈ [−0.18, 0.18]
m, y′ ∈ [−0.18, 0.18] m, z′ ∈ [0.9, 1.1] m. The distance from
the synthesized aperture to the center of the imaging scene is
z0 = 1.0 m along the z direction.

For the orthogonal coding scheme, a BPSK modulation is
considered as mentioned in the previous section; therefore,
the code symbols are binary in the set Wl,t ∈ {−1, 1}, and
more specifically, each code sequence forms a column of a
Hadamard matrix [31]. The code length is equal to L = 4 for
this paper, such that the codes matrix W is of size W 4×2.

Taking into account the above parameters, the cross-range
(xy−plane) and range (zy−plane) resolution limits are cal-
culated approximately equal to δcr = λminz0/2D = 20 mm
and δr = c/2B = 33 mm, respectively. The resolution target is
constructed of horizontal and vertical stripes that are separated
by δcr. The width of the stripes is also selected to be δcr. A
depiction of the imaged resolution target is shown in Fig. 2(a).
The reconstructed image of the resolution target when time-
based channel switching occurs between each transmission /
reception is shown in Fig. 2(b). The reconstruction of the same
resolution target when orthogonal channel coding is used to



TABLE I
THE EXECUTION TIME FOR EACH STEP OF RECONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE

(IN SECONDS)

Switching Separating Signal MD-RMA Total
No 0.19 2.68 2.86

allow concurrent transmission/reception is shown in Fig. 2(c).
Fig. 2 illustrates a qualitative comparison between resolution
targets for the both cases, showing that we can have the same
quality of reconstruction when all DMA panels are active at
the same time, eliminating the time and hardware needed for
switching the channels to separate the Tx, Rx combinations.
The actual normalized means square error (NMSE) between
Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) is of the order 0.001.

Regarding execution time, in the case of channel coding,
we should also consider the step needed to separate the
Tx signals at each receiver. After this step, the image is
fully reconstructed by the MD-RMA algorithm [14], [16].
Indicatively, the execution time (in seconds) for these steps is
shown in Table I. These times refer only to central processing
unit (CPU) execution, using MATLAB 2021b on a computer
with 64-bit Windows 10 operating system, 16 GB of random
access memory (RAM), and a Core i7-8700 CPU, and they
are the average time of ten consecutive executions.

An objective comparison with the time-division-based
switching case in terms of data acquisition time, cannot be
straightforward because it depends on the switching method
(i.e. electromechanical, all-electronic) and the design of the
particular Tx and Rx panels. An electronic switch needs only a
few milliseconds (ms) to switch between two states. Therefore,
in the case of such a small system as the one of Fig. 1,
also accounting for the time needed to separate the signals
on each receiver, the benefit from the concurrent transmis-
sion/reception may not be that apparent in the acquisition
process time. However, scaling this system to a larger one,
consisting of multiple panels, multiple switches are needed to
cover all Tx-Rx combinations, and additionally, more time is
needed to transmit/receive for each one of the Tx-Rx pairs.
Furthermore, eliminating the insertion loss inherent to all
switching methods and simplifying the hardware, and, hence,
the cost of the system, constitute significant advantages of the
suggested method that are evident even in small scale systems
such as the one discussed in this paper.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an orthogonal channel coding
technique for a MIMO DMA-based system. Following the
presented approach, we can benefit from transmitting and
receiving from all DMA panels simultaneously, while the
Tx contributions are still separable on each receiver. Conse-
quently, since the received signals can be written in terms of
Rx, Tx contributions, a frequency domain algorithm, called
MD-RMA, was used to reconstruct the image. Evaluating the
results presented in this work, the quality of the reconstructed
images using the proposed layout and the MD-RMA algorithm

are not affected by the channel coding step. Furthermore,
separating the signals at each receiver adds negligible time
to the reconstruction process.
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